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Map Features:

Annotation 1:

Proposed Clifton East, Wilford and Silverdale ward- 3 Ward Members

Annotation 2:

Proposed Clifton West Ward- 3 Ward Members

Comment text:
This suggestion proposes that the Clifton North and South wards be partitioned on a West/East basis: In short my proposal for a 'Clifton West' ward would
include: CLND district- 933 electors CLNE district- 2299 electors CLNF district- 1094 electors CLSA district- 1273 electors CLSB district- 1300 electors CLSC
district- 2890 electors CLSD district (West of Southchurch drive) approx. 600 electors Total: approx. 10389 electors A proposed Clifton East Ward to include
Wilford and Silverdale areas would include: CLNA district- 984 Electors CLNB district-1533 electors CLNC district- 1450 electors CLNG district- 1773 electors
CLSD district- Approx. 600 electors (from the Eastern side of Southchurch Drive) CLSE district- 1478 electors CLSF district-1124 electors CLSG district- 1256
electors Total: Approx 10,202 electors My argument on the social benefits of redrawing are described below: At Current there is somewhat of a gap in
electorate size between Clifton North and Clifton South wards; in addition, it is clear that within Clifton few people are able to tell which ward they reside in,
due to confusion around the boundaries between the wards. Currently, I believe the divide itself is confusing; for a start the boundaries of North and South are
spread across two streets; the divide being along the streets of Glapton Lane and Lanthwaite Close. My proposed boundaries would eliminate this by making
the boundaries of Clifton divide along the main street within Clifton, Southchurch Drive and Clifton East would also take in almost all of Farnborough Road,
another Arterial road within Clifton. Furthermore, when totalling the figures for my proposals I come to a figure of 10,204 for Clifton East and 10,389 for
Clifton West (approximately), this would fall within the LGBCE's boundaries so far as I understand. So I would like to consider this proposal as part of your
consultation, so far as I can see it sets a clearer boundary for the parts of the City of Nottingham south of the river and would help eliminate confusion
between the areas and make more logical sense than to continue with the North/South Divide.
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